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If my choice of words ever appear radical, offensive...

Metaphor - No Title

Imagine a wooden cabin.

A man is living inside with his wife and 3 children. Now a 
group of people on horses appear. Suddenly they kick in the
door, drag the man outside, stab him with a sword. At the 
same time they burn down the house - with his wife and 
children inside. Then they disappear.

Dying in pain he hears his family scream, he hears the 
unimaginable.

If that man by a miracle survives and finds back to strenght, 
maybe 1 year later, maybe 3 years....



Now get this: Your brain, every brain ever processing this 
story, processes the answer to the question i havent even 
asked in the middle of the story, at "with his wife and 
children inside" - By than you punished them natural, 
radical.

... know: 

there are evil fucking monsters who tortured me. They 
destroyed me! They didnt believe me! They locked me 
away! These evil monsters!

Now: Did you punish them in your mind? Or did you punish 
me ?

Now get this:

Obviously up there i sweared on purpose. I had to learn, 
because i was punished by everyone so often, to reduce 
nature to a twisted version that's like being forced to be okay
with the wife and children burned. 

Anyways, these crimes, some of which i have recorded in 
real life, live in these moments https://soundcloud.com/eggy-
movement   (GER) remain unpunished... instead I was 
punished by everyone so far for having this story.

Still, if those who hurt me, who have no regrets, if there 
would be in a sudden emergency situation, my torturer in 
need of help... i would help.

So i help humanity.
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